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SUMMARY

The Elephant Sanctuary's website was analyzed for a content audit. Using the

Screaming Frog SEO Spider, the website was audited for SEO, accessibility, and

website structure.

The website was additionally analyzed for accessibility using WAVE Web

Accessibility Evaluation Tool.

Content and writing within the website were audited and analyzed by the

preparer.

Flora

The Elephant Sanctuary is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that provides

refuge to captive and retired elephants. The sanctuary spans over 3,000 acres of

natural habitat and currently homes 10 elephants.



ABOUT
SERVICES

Through Distance Learning, The Sanctuary teaches hundreds of

school and community groups around the world a respect for

wildlife while learning about the crisis facing Asian and African

elephants in captivity and in the wild.

The Sanctuary uses a system of solar-powered cameras to locate

and monitor the elephants; to provide distance learning

opportunities to schools and groups around the globe; and to offer

frequent glimpses of the elephants in thier care.

AUDIENCE
School and community groups

Animal rights activists

Animal lovers of all kinds

VALUE

monthly EleNews email

updates

a one-year subscription to The

Elephant Sanctuary’s triannual

newsletter

eligibility to apply for a

Volunteer Day at The Elephant

Sanctuary 

a one-time 10% discount on a

future purchase of apparel in

the Gift Shop

The satisfaction of knowing a

donation or volunteer hours

directly impact the lives of the

sanctuary elephants.

Donation appreciation can include:

MISSION
Provide captive elephants with

individualized care, the

companionship of a herd, and the

opportunity to live out their lives in a

safe haven dedicated to their well-

being

Educate the public of the complex

needs of elephants in captivity and

the crisis facing elephants in the wild.



"The Elephant Sanctuary in Tennessee provides captive elephants a safe haven

dedicated to their well-being. Learn more."

"After years of exhibition, Sukari retired to The Elephant Sanctuary November 4, 2015

and Rosie followed the day after, November 5."

"Since her arrival three weeks ago, Nosey has spent her time discovering The Sanctuary.

Day by day, she has been making greater use of her habitat."

"EleNotes - The Elephant Sanctuary in Tennessee"

"Join The Sanctuary in Celebrating Earth Day, April 27 - EleNotes - The Elephant

Sanctuary in Tennessee"

Meta Descriptions were run on Screaming Frog. The results indicate that the site has

1,530 Meta Descriptions. A total of 359 Meta Descriptions are duplicates and 171 are

missing. There is a variety of descriptive text for the meta descriptions. The shortest

description length was 41 characters and the longest was 223 characters. Missing Meta

Descriptions are from archived news articles.

Example of the most common and duplicated Meta Description: 

 Sample Meta Descriptions:

The Elephant Sanctuary website uses different titles for the page links. The shortest

title length was 35  characters and the longest title length was 171 characters. The web

titles are descriptive of their pages. There are only 35 missing title elements and 6

duplicates.

Example of the most common and duplicated Title:

 Sample Title:

SEO ANALYSIS

META DESCRIPTIONS

TITLE ELEMENTS



Website accessibility was measured through WAVE Web Accessibility

Evaluation Tool and Screaming Frog. There are 1,459 website images. 303 images

(20%) are missing Alt Text and 1,148 images (78%) are missing Alt Attributes.

When there are Alt Text and Images present, they are well written. Example:

ACESSIBILITY
ALT TAGS

title="Elephant Sanctuary Volunteers
with Bamboo at The Sanctuary"

alt="Elephant Sanctuary in Tennessee
Volunteers Working On-Site"

The WAVE Web Accessibility Evaluation Tool

Summary indicated 31 general errors, 5 contrast errors,

40 alerts, 42 features, 25 structural elements, and 33

ARIA.

ACCESSIBILITY



October 12, 2009

Elephant Protection and Conservation — Your Voice Matters

The external content types are HTML 7%, JavaScript 0.1%, CSS 0.05%, Images

35%, PDF 1.9%, Flash 0%, Other 6%, and Unknown 48%. The Unknown

content types are typically Facebook and Twitter shares of EleNotes.

The website makes use of HTML header elements. The most common are

EleNotes and Press Releases. Examples:

CONTENT

Images and videos are well integrated throughout the website. Because The
Elephant Sanctuary is a physical place, images are helpful to visualize the
organization. For example, when reading and learning about elephant care,
images are posted alongside the text of caregivers treating their elephants.

The content is shared across platforms with share buttons below articles. The
Elephant Sanctuary's Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and Instagram pages are
linked to the top of the website.



"In the wild, elephants are migratory, walking miles each day. They form
intricate family structures and grieve for their dead in a more-than-instinctive
way. They show humor and express compassion."

"October 25 through November 30, local residents are invited to donate their
pumpkins to the elephants at The Elephant Sanctuary."

"Donations to the 2021 Year End Campaign enable us to provide innovations
for Sanctuary residents and help to make a difference for elephants all over
the globe."

The content that is written is clear, concise, and appropriate for the audience.
The language throughout the website is informative, engaging, and calls to
action.

Example of informative writing:

Example of engaging writing:

Example of call to action:

WRITING



ARCHITECTURE

The Elephant Sanctuary website on the desktop is beautiful and functions well.

The pages load quickly and are responsive to different screen sizes. The mobile

version functions effortlessly as well. The navigation is simple and user-friendly

with a maximum of 5 secondary pages per homepage link. There is no search

function, however, I have not felt the need to use it, as the website is easy to

navigate.

Each web page begins with a header, followed by relevant content, and ends with

a link to the EleCam, the EleNewsletter, Accreditations, and the footer.




